Monitoring cell adhesion processes on bioactive polymers with the quartz crystal resonator technique.
The Thickness Shear Mode (TSM) quartz crystal resonator has been extensively used as sensitive sensor in various electrochemical and biological applications. This technique based on the propagation of an ultrasonic shear wave generated by a sinusoidal electric field through a piezoelectric quartz resonator, provides a non-destructive and powerful means to probe changes at solid-solid or solid-liquid interfaces. In this study, TSM was used to characterize cell-polymer interactions developing during the cell adhesion process. TSM sensing was used to monitor the inhibiting properties of bioactive polymers towards fibroblast McCoy adhesion processes. For this purpose, thin films of various bioactive polymers exhibiting either carboxylate or/and sulfonate functional groups were deposited onto the TSM. Measurements of the time variation of the electrical motional resistance in the vicinity of the mechanical sensor resonant frequency were performed as the quartz crystal resonator was either coated with the continuous polymer phase or polymer plus cell suspensions. Cell adhesion processes on these surfaces was investigated by cell counting and the quartz resonator-based technique. Inhibition of fibroblast McCoy adhesion onto thin polymer films of various chemical compositions was analyzed and discussed in the perspective of a possible application of these bioactive polymers to fabricate intraocular lenses able to prevent secondary cataract phenomena.